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We show that a reducible continuous geometry can be represented as the
continuous sections of a bundle of irreducible continuous geometries. We relate
this bundle representation to the Pierce sheaf of the continuous geometry and to
the subdirect product representation developed by Maeda. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the 1930s, von Neumann introduced the notion of a continuous
geometry to serve as a point-free generalization of projective geometry. He
defined a continuous geometry to be a complete, irreducible, comple-
mented, modular lattice which is both join and meet continuous. This
definition was no doubt motivated by the work of Birkhoff and Menger,
who showed that the irreducible, complemented, modular lattices of height
n were exactly those that arose as the subspace lattices of n y 1-
w xdimensional projective geometries. In his remarkable paper 7 , von Neu-
mann showed that a continuous geometry L has a dimension function D:
w x  .  .  . L ª 0, 1 satisfying among other properties that i D a q D b s D a
.  .  .  .  .  .k b q D a n b , ii D 0 s 0, and iii D 1 s 1. In the case that L is
the lattice of subspaces of an n y 1-dimensional projective geometry, this
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dimension function is just the normalized dimension of the subspace,
 4taking the values irn: i s 0, 1, . . . , n .
von Neumann intended to continue his study by removing the irre-
ducibility requirement from the definition of a continuous geometry. He
never completed this task and the job was taken over by several Japanese
mathematicians including Iwamura, Kawada et al., and Maeda. Their work
w xhas become best known through Maeda's book 5 , and we shall collectively
refer to their results as Maeda's. They were able to show that a continuous
geometry has a dimension function in a more general sense which we
.describe in detail in our Section 4 and as a by-product of this result they
obtained that any continuous geometry could be represented as a subdirect
w xproduct of irreducible continuous geometries. Much later, Nishimura 6
used techniques from Boolean valued set theory to show the existence of
this generalized dimension function was a direct consequence of von
Neumann's result for the irreducible case.
In this paper we extend the results of Maeda to show that any continu-
ous geometry can be represented as the continuous sections of a bundle
whose stalks are all irreducible continuous geometries. The topology of
this bundle is such that the subspace topology on each stalk is the usual
metric space topology of an irreducible continuous geometry. Further, the
dimension functions on the stalks form a continuous map from the bundle
into the reals. We feel that this result is a natural extension of Maeda's
subdirect product representation and is helpful in explaining the nature of
Maeda's generalized dimension function. The similarity of this result to
the classical representations of von Neumann algebras as rings of continu-
ous functions is striking and points out the amazing connections between
the seemingly algebraic definition of a continuous geometry and its analyt-
ical consequences.
Any study of the generalized dimension function of a continuous geome-
try is necessarily tied to the Pierce sheaf of a continuous geometry. That
Maeda's work predated the introduction of the Pierce sheaf does not
lessen the connection. In fact, it is remarkable the degree to which Maeda
seems to have anticipated results from the theory of Pierce sheaves,
particularly with his definition of Z-lattices and the attention paid to
equalizers of first order formulas. Nishimura's work is also closely linked
to Pierce sheaves. His result is obtained using a meta-theorem about
Pierce sheaves combined with a description of the real numbers in a
Boolean valued set theory. We have tried to pay particular attention to the
connection between the Pierce sheaf of a continuous geometry and its
bundle representation. This approach has allowed us to give a concrete
description, in lattice theoretic terms, of the bundle associated with a
continuous geometry.
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The paper is organized in the following fashion. In the second section
we provide some background on bundles and Pierce sheaves, and we give a
thorough account of the properties of the Pierce sheaf of a continuous
geometry. In the third section we describe how the Pierce sheaf of a
continuous geometry is related to the subdirect product representation
given by Maeda. In the fourth and final section we prove our main results
about the bundle representation, and we describe the connections between
this bundle and the Pierce sheaf.
Whenever possible we have followed the notation and terminology of
w xMaeda 5 . In particular, L will denote a continuous geometry in the
general sense, Z will denote the center of L, and X will denote the Stone
 w x. w xspace see 1 of Z. For background on general lattice theory, consult 2 .
2. THE PIERCE SHEAF
 .A bundle is a triple S, X, p , where S and X are topological spaces and
p : S ª X is a continuous map onto X. A sheaf is a bundle for which p is
a local homeomorphism, i.e., there is a neighborhood of each point of S on
y1w xwhich p is a homeomorphism. For each x g X, we call S s p x thex
stalk over x. Note that for a sheaf, the subspace topology on a stalk is
discrete; the same is not generally true of bundles. A section is a map s :
X ª S such that p (s s id , i.e., an element of the product  S . TheX X x
only sections which we shall consider are the continuous ones.
There is a sheaf naturally associated with each bounded lattice}the
Pierce sheaf. We will describe the Pierce sheaf of our continuous geometry
L. Each prime ideal P g X of the center of L induces a congruence on L
with a being related to b if a n e s b n e for some central e f P. Let S
denote the disjoint union of the lattices LrP, and for each a g L and
 .  4each clopen subset K : X define B a, K s arP: P g K . The sets of
 .  .the form B a, K form a basis for a topology on S and in fact S, X, p is
a sheaf of lattices. The utility of this sheaf is provided by the fact that L is
 .isomorphic to the lattice of continuous sections of S, X, p . Each a g L
 .defines a continuous section a, where a P s arP, and every continuousÄ Ä
section arises in this manner.
The Pierce sheaf of an arbitrary lattice is usually not particularly well
behaved. However, by virtue of the fact that a continuous geometry is a
w x w xZ-lattice 5 , we can do much better 3 . We know that the space S is
Hausdorff and that the stalks LrP are all directly irreducible. However, to
describe the most remarkable property of this sheaf we must first define
the notion of an equalizer. For any n-tuple a of elements of L and any
ww  .xx first order formula w, the equalizer w a is defined to be P g X :
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 .4 w xLrP * w arP . The amazing fact 3 is that for the Pierce sheaf of a
Z-lattice, the equalizer of any first order formula is clopen.
These facts would doubtless have been of great use to Maeda in his
construction of a dimension function on L. However, little is to be gained
w xin trying to use these techniques to shorten Maeda's proof. Nishimura 6
used the Pierce sheaf representation and a meta-theorem from Boolean
valued set theory to show that the existence of a dimension function in the
general case is an immediate consequence of von Neumann's proof of the
existence of a dimension function in the irreducible case.
To complete our description of the Pierce sheaf of L, we must gain a
better knowledge of the stalks LrP. As we shall see, the stalks LrP are
quite well behaved. Aside from the obvious properties that they are
complemented modular lattices, they also satisfy the following:
 .TP Transitivity of perspectivity.
 .GC Generalized comparability. For a, b g L, either a is perspec-
tive to a subelement of b or b is perspective to a subelement of a.
 .That the LrP satisfy TP follows from the general fact that any homo-
 .morphic image of a complemented modular lattice satisfying TP must
 .  . w xsatisfy TP . That the LrP satisfy GC follows from 5, Satz 1.1, p. 87 .
Of equal importance to the properties that the LrP do have are the
properties which they do not have. Before we can explain further, we need
a bit of notation. Let M be any complemented modular lattice satisfying
 . w xTP . We let a denote the equivalence class of a under perspectivity, and
w x w x w x w xsay that a q b is defined if there are a g a and b g b such that1 1
w x w x w xa n b s 0. In this case, we set a q b s a k b . For a natural1 1 1 1
w xnumber n, the shorthand n a has the obvious meaning. For a discussion
w xof the properties of this operation, see 5, pp. 97]99 . We are interested
then in the property
 . w xIP Interpolation property. If n a is defined for all n g N, then
a s 0.
w xIt follows from 5, Satz 4.3, p. 100 that any continuous geometry satisfies
 .IP . However, as the following example will show, the stalks LrP are not
continuous geometries because they are not in general complete and need
 .  .not satisfy IP . In many ways, it is the condition IP that lies at the heart
of matters as we shall see in the next section.
EXAMPLE 2.1. For each natural number n let L be the lattice ofn
subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over the reals. Then each Ln
is a complete complemented continuous modular lattice, and hence the
same can be said of the product L s P L . The center Z of L isn n
obviously isomorphic to the power set of the natural numbers. Further,
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there is a bijection between points of the Stone space X of the center of L
and the collection of all ultrafilters over the natural numbers. By a careful
examination of the definitions involved, one can verify that for a prime
ideal P of the center of L, the lattice LrP is isomorphic to the ultraprod-
uct P L rU, where U is the ultrafilter over the natural numbers associ-n n
ated with P.
The foregoing argument has shown that up to isomorphism, the family
 4of lattices LrP: P g X is just the family of all ultraproducts of the Ln
taken over the natural numbers. If P is a principal prime ideal, then LrP
is a principal ultraproduct and hence isomorphic to some L . Thus, for an
 .principal prime ideal P, the lattice LrP is complete and satisfies IP .
However, if the prime ideal P is nonprincipal, then LrP corresponds to a
nonprincipal ultraproduct of the lattices L . Using standard argumentsn
about ultraproducts, one can show that for any nonprincipal prime ideal P,
 .the lattice LrP is not complete and does not satisfy IP .
3. SUBDIRECT PRODUCT REPRESENTATIONS
 .Let Y be the set of maximal neutral ideals p-ideals of L. Maeda
w xshows 5, Satz 3.1, p. 123 that there is a natural bijection of Y onto X, and
whe indeed often identifies the two sets. He also shows 5, Hilfsatz 3.3, p.
x124 that for each J g Y, LrJ is a simple continuous geometry, and that
the intersection of the maximal neutral ideals is trivial. Therefore L may
 4be represented as a subdirect product of the lattices LrJ: J g Y .
The focus of this section will be the nature of the bijection between Y
and X. If J is a maximal neutral ideal of L, then the associated prime
ideal of Z is simply J l Z. Conversely, for any prime ideal of Z, we agree
to let J denote the unique maximal neutral ideal having the property thatP
P s J l Z. Of course Maeda established the nature of J via the dimen-P P
w x w xsion function D 5, Satz 3.1, p. 123 , while in 4 , J is characterized inP
terms of a family of central elements that were used in constructing D. We
proceed here to give a direct lattice theoretic characterization of the JP
and their connection to the stalks LrP of the Pierce sheaf. As we shall
 .soon see, the key to all of this is given by the condition we called IP .
For the moment, we shall be working in a complemented modular lattice
 .  .M that satisfies GC and TP . We agree to let
w xK s a g M : n a exists for all n g N . 4
It turns out that K is the unique maximal neutral ideal of M.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let J be a neutral of M. Then:
 . w x1 If a g J, then a : J.
 . w x w x w x w x2 If a, b g J and a q b is defined, then a q b : J.
 . w x w x3 If a g J and n a is defined, then n a : J.
 . w x w x w x4 If a g J and b U a , then b : J.
 .Proof. Assertion 1 follows from J being closed under perspectivity,
 .  . w x w x  .while 2 follows from 1 and the definition of a q b . 3 follows from
 .  . w x w x2 by induction, so we need only consider 4 . To say that b U a is to
say that b is perspective to some a F a, but now a g J since J is an1 1
 . w xideal, and by 1 , b : J.
THEOREM 3.2. E¨ery proper neutral ideal J of M is contained in K.
w xProof. The proof will be by contradiction. Suppose a g J, n a is
 .w x w x w xdefined, but n q 1 a is not defined. By Lemma 3.1, if n a s b , then
 .w x w xb g J. Since n q 1 a is not defined, 2 b is not defined. However, now
X  . w x w X xlet b denote a complement of b. By GC , we must have b U b or
w X x w x w x w X x w x w X xb U b . Since b U b would force 2 b to exist, it follows that b U
w x X Xb . However, then by Lemma 3.1, b g J, so 1 s b k b g J, contrary to J
being proper.
We are now ready to prove the result that we need.
THEOREM 3.3. K is the unique maximal neutral ideal of M.
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2, we would be done if we could just show
that K is a neutral ideal. Since it is clearly an order ideal that is closed
under perspectivity, it suffices to prove that it is closed under finite joins.
Let a, b g K. If necessary, replace b with a complement of a n b in
w x w x w x0, a k b , so we may assume that a n b s 0. However, then a q b is
w x  .defined and is equal to a k b . By GC , there is no loss in generality in
w x w x w x w x w x wassuming that a U b . However, then a q b U 2 b and hence a k
x w x w xb U 2 b . Because 2 b : K, it follows that a k b g K.
One can further show that the neutral ideals of M form a chain with K
the unique maximal member. However, we shall not make this digression.
 .COROLLARY 3.4. MrK satisfies IP .
Proof. MrK is simple.
We have yet to relate these results to the situation at hand. We
accordingly assume P is a prime ideal of the center of the continuous
geometry L, that M s LrP, and that J is the unique maximal neutralP
ideal of L such that P s J l Z. We continue to let K be defined as inP
the preceding text.
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 4COROLLARY 3.5. J s a g L: arP g K .P
 4Proof. If J s a g L: arP g K , clearly J is a maximal neutral ideal of
L having the property that J l Z s P. Hence J s J .P
4. A BUNDLE REPRESENTATION
In the reducible case, the dimension function on a continuous geometry
is no longer a map from L into the real unit interval; it is a map D from L
w xinto the set F of continuous functions from X into 0, 1 . Let 0, 1 denote
w xthe obvious constant functions in F, by 5, Satz 1.4, p. 112 , D satisfies
 .  .  .  .1 0 F D a F 1, D 0 s 0, D 1 s 1.
 .  .2 If a ) 0, then D a ) 0.
 .  .  .  .  .3 D a k b q D a n b s D a q D b .
 . w x w x  .  .4 a s b is equivalent to D a s D b .
 . w x w x  .  .5 a $ b is equivalent to D a - D b .
w xD also preserves up-directed joins 5, pp. 113]115 , i.e.,
 .  .  . 6 If A : L is up-directed, then D E A s E D a join takenag A
.in F .
There is one final item to note. For J a maximal neutral ideal of L, the
lattice LrJ is a simple continuous geometry. Hence it has a dimension
function D in the sense of von Neumann. D is completely determined byJ
 4  .the family of dimension functions D : J g Y and in fact D arJ sJ J
 . . w xD a J l Z 5, Hilfsatz 3.3, p. 124 . In particular, we shall need the fact
that each D is a positive modular valuation on LrJ, so it induces a metricJ
on LrJ.
 .For elements a, b g L we will often use the notation D a to denoteJ
 .  .D arJ and d a, b to denote the associated distance between theJ J
 .elements arJ and brJ. It will be helpful to note that since d a, b sJ
 .  .  . .D a k b y D a n b , it may be expressed as D a k b n u , where uJ J J
is any complement of a n b in L.
As we remarked earlier, there is a bijection between the set Y of all
maximal neutral ideals of L and the set X of all prime ideals of Z given
by J § J l P. We shall find it convenient to blur the distinction between
Y and X, and we write J g X when what is really meant is J l Z g X.
This being said, we make the following definitions. For a, b g L and any
w  . x   . 4 w  .real number e , we let D a - e be J g X : D a - e , defining d a, bJ
x w  . x- e similarly. Note that as D a - e is equal to the inverse image of
w .  . w  . x0, e under the continuous map D a , it follows that D a - e is open.
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w  . xSimilar remarks show D a ) e is also open. From the description of
 . w  . xd a, b given in terms of D , it follows directly that d a, b - e andJ J
w  . xd a, b ) e are also open.
In the remainder of this section we shall let T denote the disjoint union
 4of the family of lattices LrJ: J g X . We shall also define for a g L, K a
clopen subset of X, and e a real number,
B a, K , e s brJ : J g K and d a, b - e . 4 .  .J
 .LEMMA 4.1. The family of sets B a, K, e is a basis for a Hausdorff
topology on T. Further, the natural projection p : T ª X is both open and
continuous, and the subspace topology on the stalks of T is the usual metric
space topology on an irreducible continuous geometry.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that brJ g B a , K , e for i s 1, 2. Set b s d a , bi i i i J i
and note that b - e . Choose a clopen neighborhood M of J which isi i
w  .  . xcontained in the open neighborhoods d a , b - e q b r2 of J, fori i i
each i s 1, 2. Because K and K are clopen neighborhoods of J, we may1 2
also assume that M was chosen with M : K l K . We claim that1 2
  . .  .B b, M, e y b r2 is contained in B a , K , e for i s 1, 2. Once this isi i i i i
 .  . 4established, it will follow that for d s min e y b r2, e y b r2 the1 1 2 2
 .ball B b, M, d is a basic open neighborhood of brJ contained in the
intersection of our original basic open neighborhoods.
  . .To establish our claim, suppose that crI is in B b, M, e y b r2 .1 1
 .  .Then d b, c - e y b r2. However, because I is an element of M, weI 1 1
 .  .have that d b, a - e q b r2, so, by the triangle inequality, we haveI 1 1 1
 .  .d a , c - e . Therefore as M : K we have that crI is in B a , K , eI 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .as required. We have therefore established that the sets B a, K, e form a
basis for a topology.
To see that this topology is Hausdorff let arJ and brI be any points of
T. If J / I we can find disjoint clopen subsets of the Stone space, K and
 .  .M, such that J g K and I g M. Then B a, K, 1 and B b, M, 1 are
disjoint open sets separating arJ and brI. We need only show that arJ
 . w  . xand brJ can be separated. Let d a, b s l. Then d a, b ) lr2 con-J
tains a clopen neighborhood K of J. A simple application of the triangle
 .  .inequality gives that B a, K, lr4 and B b, K, lr4 are disjoint open
neighborhoods of arJ and brJ.
w  .xThat p is open follows because p B a, K, e s K. That p is continu-
y1w xous follows because p K is equal to the union over all a g L of the
 .basic open sets B a, K, 1 . That the subspace topology on the stalks is the
usual metric space topology follows immediately from the definition of the
 .basic open sets B a, K, e .
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Remark 4.2. While we have defined the topology on T in terms of the
dimension function, this was a matter of expediency rather than of neces-
sity}the topology could have been described in purely lattice theoretical
 .terms. The key is in translating the statement D a - 1rn. In theJ
 .infinite-dimensional case, it turns out that D a - 1rn is equivalent toJ
the statement
'b g L, k g N with n a k b rP defined and .
k a k b n u rP not defined, . .
where J s J and u is a complement of a. In the finite-dimensional caseP
 .  .w xD a - 1rn is equivalent to n q 1 arP being defined.J
 .Recall that a section of the bundle T , X, p is a map f : X ª T such
 .that p ( f s id . For each a g L we have a section a defined by a J sÄ ÄX
y1w  .xarJ. Because a B b, K, e is equal to the intersection of K withÄ
w  . xd a, b - e , each a is continuous. We will show that every continuousÄ
section is of the form a for some a g L, but we will first need a fewÄ
technical lemmas.
LEMMA 4.3. If a F a F ??? is an increasing sequence in L with a s0 1
E a , then for any real number e ,k
 .  .  .1 If D a - e for each k and each J, then D a F e for each J.J k J
 .  .  .2 If d a , a - e for each k and each J, then d a , a F e forJ 0 k J 0
each J.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 As a F a F ??? is up-directed, D a s E D a , this0 1 k k
latter join being taken in F. However, any join in F is pointwise on a
 w x w  . xdense subset of X see 5, Anmerkung 1.1, p. 106 . Therefore, D a F e
w  . xmust contain a dense subset of X. However, D a F e is closed and so
our result follows.
 .2 Let u be a complement of a in L. Because L is continuous, the0
join of the increasing sequence u n a F u n a F ??? is u n E a or0 1 k
 .  .u n a. However, d a , a s D u n a , so our assumptions give us thatJ 0 k J k
 .  .D u n a - e for each k and each J. Applying part 1 we have thatJ k
 .  .D u n a F e and therefore d a , a F e .J J 0
LEMMA 4.4. If f is a continuous section, then for any e ) 0 there is an
 .element a g L such that the distance between arJ and f J is strictly less than
e for all J g X.
 .Proof. Consider the collection T of all pairs a, K such that a is an
element of L, K is a clopen subset of X, and the distance between arJ
 .and f J is strictly less than e for all points J g K. Define a family
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 .a , K of elements of T to be admissible if the K are pairwise disjoint.i 1 I i
Let S be the collection of all admissible families in T. S is nonempty,
since it contains the empty family, and is closed under unions of chains. So
 .by Zorn's lemma there is a maximal admissible family a , K is S . Wei i I
claim that D s D K is a dense open subset of X. Suppose that K is ai
nonempty clopen subset of X which is disjoint from D, and let J be any
 . y1w  .xpoint in K. Say f J s arJ. Whereas f is continuous, f B a, K, e l K
 .will contain a clopen neighborhood M of J. Then a, M is a member of
T. However, M is disjoint from D, contrary to the maximality of our
chosen family.
 .It does no harm to assume that our maximal family a , K was choseni i I
so that a rJ vanished for all J outside of K because we could replace ai i i
with a n c , where c is a central element vanishing outside of K andi i i i
agreeing with 1 on K . Let a s E a . It is not difficult to see that arJi i
agrees with a rJ for each point J in K . Therefore the distance betweeni i
 .arJ and f J is strictly less than e for all J g D. We claim that the
 .distance between arJ and f J is less than or equal to e for all points
J g X.
 .Suppose that the distance between arJ and f J is d ) e and that
 .f J s brJ. Set
y1A s f B b , X , d y e r2 . .
and
B s d a, b ) d q e r2 . .  .
Both these sets are open neighborhoods of J, and because D is a dense
open set, there is some point I in the intersection of A, B, and D. Then
 .because I is in A, we have the distance between brI and f I is less than
 .  .d y e r2, but because I is in D, we have the distance between f I and
arI is less than e . So by the triangle inequality, the distance between arI
 .and brI must be less than d q e r2, contradicting that I is in B.
 .LEMMA 4.5. E¨ery continuous section of the bundle T , X, p is of the
form a for some a g L.Ä
Proof. By the previous lemma, for each natural number n we can find
 .an element x of L such that the distance between x rJ and f J isn n
strictly less than 1r2 nq1 for each J in X. An application of the triangle
inequality then yields that for any J g X,
d x , x - 1r2 nq1 q 1r2 nq2 - 1r2 n . 4.1 .  .J n nq1
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For natural numbers n, r define
y s x k ??? k x ,n , r n nqr
z s x n x ??? n x ,n , r n nq1 nqr
y s y and z s z .E Hn n , r n n , r
r r
 .  .Using 4.1 and the fact that for any a, b, c we have d a k b, a k c FJ
 . w xd b, c 5, Satz 6.2, p. 46 , we haveJ
d y , y s d y k x , y k x .  .J n , r n , rq1 J n , r nqr n , r nqrq1
F d x , x .J nqr nqrq1
- 1r2 nq r . 4.2 .
 .Next, using 4.2 , we have
d y , y F d y , y q ??? qd y , y .  .  .J n , r n , rqk J n , r n , rq1 J n , rqky1 n , rqk
- 1r2 nq r q ??? q1r2 nq rqky1
- 1r2 nq ry1 .
We may therefore apply Lemma 4.3 to the sequence y F y F ??? ton, r n, rq1
get
d y , y F 1r2 nq ry1. .J n , r n
In particular, for r s 0 we get
d x , y F 1r2 ny1 , .J n n
and dually,
d x , z F 1r2 ny1. .J n n
Therefore by the triangle inequality
d y , z F 1r2 ny2 . 4.3 .  .J n n
Define
y s H y and z s E z .n n
 4For any natural numbers m, n, set k s max m, n . From the definition, it
is easy to see that z F x and x F y . Because this is true for all m, nn k k m
we have z F y F y . However, it is obvious from the definition that xn n n
 .also lies between z and y . So by 4.3 ,n n
d y , x F d z , y F 1r2 ny2 . 4.4 .  .  .J n n n
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 .  .Let d y, f denote the distance between yrJ and f J . Because x wasJ n
 . nq1chosen so that d x , f - 1r2 , we have by the triangle inequality andJ n
 .4.4 ,
d y , f F d y , x q d x , f .  .  .J J n J n
F 1r2 ny2 q 1r2 nq1
- 1r2 ny3.
 .Because this holds for all natural numbers n, we have that d y, f s 0.J
 .  .Thus f J s y J for all points J, and therefore y s f.Ä Ä
THEOREM 4.6. L is isomorphic to the continuous sections of the bundle
 .T , X, p .
Proof. We have seen that for each a g L the section a is continuousÄ
and that all continuous sections arise in this manner. We need only show
Äfor a / b that a / b. However, this follows from Maeda's result that theÄ
 4intersection of J: J g X is trivial.
EXAMPLE 4.7. In sharp contrast to the Pierce sheaf, equalizers in our
bundle are not usually clopen. Consider the product L s P L of n-di-n
mensional geometries that was discussed in Example 2.1. Let a g L be
w xsuch that a is an atom in L for each n. Then n arP is defined for all nn n
if and only if P is a nonprincipal prime ideal. Thus a is 0 only at those JÄ
corresponding to nonprincipal prime ideals.
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